With the shutdown of its Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) early this year, Los Angeles—like all California cities—finds itself without the usual financial tools aimed at revitalizing communities and continued on page 7.

Few LA clients have as keen an appreciation for the added value of good architecture as the Skid Row Housing Trust (SRHT). To provide humane shelter for the city’s homeless, the nonprofit trust has commissioned continued on page 5.

As San Francisco’s business center continues to migrate south of Market Street, a changing urban form is arising: new and proposed office buildings—including the $1 billion Transbay Terminal—coexist with the many residential towers that have been constructed in the last decade.

The biggest challenge now facing urban planners is how to blend these uses and create amenities to enhance the human experience. Oscar Park, designed by CMG Landscape Architecture, attempts to bridge that gap.

The three-block-long park, whose design was released July 12, will extend from Rincon Hill to the Transbay Terminal, filling in unused parcels adjacent to and under the off-ramps of I-80. The goal of the park, according to CMG continued on page 6.

Often the differences between a good city and a great one is its defining public park, which becomes a destination, a refuge, and a place that transforms people’s conceptions of urban life. Can you imagine New York without Central Park? Paris without the Tuileries or the Luxembourg Gardens? Contemporary Chicago without Millennium Park?

But when you think of Los Angeles, central urban spaces do not spring to mind. Downtown, which has been undergoing a metamorphosis in the last few years, still suffers from this shortage. Its most notable park is Pershing Square, a concrete-dominated postmodern monstrosity that draws more vagrants than tourists or residents. Other small parks in the area suffer similar fates.

But the new Grand Park, whose first phase opened in late July (the second half should be done by the fall), is a huge step in the right direction.

Designed by local architects and landscape architects Rios Clementi Hale Studios, the $56 million park, funded mostly by the Related Companies (who chipped in $50 million as a trade-off for being able to develop their largely on-hold Grand continued on page 7.

LAX introduces improvements to upgrade passenger experience

Flying into LAX from most airports can be a jarring experience. You’re often transported from a sleek and modern environment to a woefully outdated, bulky, and inefficient one. But the airport is making a push to modernize. Already it’s renovating its Tom Bradley International Terminal, building a new central energy plant designed by Arup and finishing up a bold Tom Bradley satellite terminal designed by Fentress Architects. The latest continued on page 6.

CRIT> GRAND PARK
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THE WORLD'S SLIMMEST SIGHTLINES.

The 3/4” profile Vitrocsa sliding glass wall system. Absolutely nothing else compares. Proven and tested since 1993, with over 25,000 Vitrocsa units installed in over 20 countries.
WADING IN

GEHRY TECHNOLOGIES’ NEW GTEAM GIVES INTERACTIVE FILE ACCESS AT ALL KINDS OF LEVELS

On July 17, Gehry Technologies released GTeam, their new web-based project management platform. GTeam is not a new variant of Digital Project, the firm’s signature 3-D authoring environment. It just won’t be our most innovative architects. Yes, installations should be actively promoted as a way to improve the economy and navigation you have worked for. That means role-based access, synchronization, and an auditable history of design versions along with comments and markup. There are also thumbnail images of picture and 3-D files, so you can find your way around in those very large file menus that can accumulate in a complex project. Its 3-D model navigator is also impressive: with any web browser on any device, an authorized viewer can fly around the whole model, select subsystems or sections, and extract specific information about which it is possible to approve, bid, or make comments. The GTeam back-end will accept files authored in anything from DS Projekt, Revit, ArchiCAD, Rhino, and Sketchup, along with standard formats like IGES, STEP, and IFC. Not only will it display the models together in the browser, GTeam can export back to those formats and OBJ, Collada, or STL for CNC fabrication or presentation models, renders, and animation.

When it comes to file sharing in GTeam, imagine DragDrop souped up with the security and navigation you have worked for. That means role-based access, synchronization, and an auditable history of design versions along with comments and markup. There are also thumb
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LYNN PROJECT SINKS

Bummer. SFMOMA, soon closing for several months for its Snitched-designed expansion, was hoping to keep things interesting by hiring Greg Lynn to design a floating exhibition in the San Francisco Bay. The project, coordinated with sail maker North Sails, would have included 200 sculptural chairs (made out of carbon fiber—the same material used in America’s Cup boat’s sails) under a large canopy on a large barge, providing clear views of America’s Cup, which will soon be held in San Francisco. According to North Sails, Lynn may now produce some of the chairs for Vitra instead.

GENSER’S GROWING PAINS

We’re big fans of Gensler’s new downtown LA offices, which open up to a central atrium, keeping employees visually and physically connected. But the firm’s growth has forced it to partially abandon that model, moving extra employees to the decidedly-less-airy upper floors of their building, City National Plaza. Even in the most democratic offices, you can’t escape hierarchy!

POLITICAL OVERREACH?

Despite the recent opening of LA County’s Grand Park, county Supervisor Gloria Molina generally seems to have it in for contemporary design. Add to her list of architect victims Lehrer Architects, whose striking San Anelgo Community Center north of Los Angeles was set to move forward, receiving community reviews and preliminary local sign off. In stepped Molina, who apparently didn’t like the modern look of the project. She killed it immediately. Now that’s power.

URBAN OASIS

continued from front page

leading local architects to design 23 SRO blocks Downtown, with others in development. Michael Maltzan won acclaim for his New Carver Apartments and Rainbow Apartments, and the organization has hired Koning Eizenberg, Kellerle Flammang, and other well-regarded firms. Their most recent project is for themselves: Lorcan O’Herlihy Architects’ (LOHA) inspiring work environment for 60 SRHT staff. The upper floors of an old hotel at the corner of Central and Seventh had already been converted to housing units, and LOHA has transformed the ground floor, formerly used for storage. O’Herlihy describes the 4,100-square-foot space as “an urban oasis within the otherwise chaotic Skid Row district.” His big move was to shear ten structural columns in aluminum tubes that branch out at the top to support extruded fluorescent lights, creating a luminous forest after dark. Blocked clerestories were revealed to pull in natural light, while glass doors open to a landscaped patio. A conference room and 11 private offices borrow natural light through glass partitions and their yellow walls are reflected in the polished concrete floor of the central area, which adapts to a wide variety of activities and informal meetings. The space was built out for under $60 per square foot.

The same mandate to do the most for the least guided LOHA’s designs for three sites on the periphery of downtown that SRHT was unable to acquire. Still SRHT will use them as models for future development, said SRHT executive director Mike Alvidrez. The commissions grew out of LOHA’s condo blocks in West Hollywood, specifically the low-cost Gardiner Apartments, and the block on Formosa Avenue that faces onto a pocket park. All three emphasized green space, a welcome element in the most park-poor city in the country. “We opened the front door to the sidewalk to make the home less a part of the community, rather than something to be feared,” said O’Herlihy.

The biggest challenge of the three was Plaza Vermont, located on the boundary of two gang territories. Rather than fortify the site, O’Herlihy proposed a staggered stack of prefabricated units, set back behind a garden that opens to the street but could be secured after dark, similar to Formosa. It exemplifies the vision of SRHT, and their insistence on buildings that include counseling and health services and boost the self-esteem of people who may be sick or addicted.

“Why can’t everyone enjoy good architecture?” asked O’Herlihy. “The homeless are never invited upstairs—they live their entire existence at street level. It’s an extraordinary experience for them to enjoy outdoor spaces at fourth-floor level with a view over the rooftops.”

MICHAEL WEBB
GOING SOUTH continued from front page

principal Scott Cataffa, is “to create a rich, active design that is heavily programmed.”

That programming will include a dog park, playground, picnic areas, retail venues, basketball courts, bike paths, event spaces, and restrooms, to name a few. Due to the elevation changes across the site, the park tumbles down Rincon Hill in a patchwork of sloping pads, stairs, and paths. One of the most intriguing elements is the slide that begins at the top of Guy Place and ends on Essex: a sort of urban human bobsled run.

Plans call for many activities, but because the street grid breaks the lengthy park into natural zones, they all fit neatly into the scheme.

Oscar Park, although conceived by the city and designed by CMG, has been developed with community input. A citizen’s advisory committee, made up of local residents, businesses, and other constituents, is working with CMG, and the project has been through a number of public comment sessions.

In the wake of California’s recent pullback of redevelopment funds, San Francisco managed to preserve funding for the park. Construction will not likely begin until 2017, as most of the area is in use for construction staging of the Transbay Terminal.

When completed the public space should tie together disparate parts of a former industrial district into a more integrated living and working neighborhood. GEORGE CALYS

FLYING HIGHER continued from front page

update: a major enhancement of its main roadway spaces, known as its Central Terminal Area, by AECOM.

The goal of the work, said AECOM architectural design director Carlos Madrid, is to modernize the airport’s tired look and provide a sense of visual unity.

The exterior of the airport’s upper roadway will now be articulated with an illuminated, eight-foot-tall glass and steel ribbon that will define the roadway’s edge. The ribbon’s LED lights will change color in coordination with the LEDs embedded into the huge lighted pylons that dominate the airport’s entry. Madrid calls them a “horizontal adaptation” of the pylons, which were installed in 2000.

The thoroughfare’s length will be marked with new sculptural, Y-shaped light poles every 60 feet. The poles, built with steel frames and fiberglass shells, will light the airport’s arrival and departure roads and add a touch of sleekness and sophistication.

At the center of LAX’s horseshoe-shaped automobile pathway, Tom Bradley’s dated tinted glass and metal space frame canopy will be replaced with a series of white, aerodynamic metallic canopies, reminiscent of airplane wings. The extra-light canopies will be perforated, allowing in natural light during the day, and glowing at night thanks to embedded LEDs.

AECOM also had hoped to reskin LAX’s domestic terminals and parking garages and install new landscaping and street furniture, but those plans are on hold until funds become available. Calling the airport’s current condition a serious strain on business, leaders in the city have been pushing hard for further improvements.

The first phase of the project, which will be focused in front of the Tom Bradley terminal, is set for completion next spring. Its final phase, bringing the improvements airport wide, will be done by 2014. A final budget has not been released, according to AECOM. SL
When I’m designing a building I begin at the nexus of design assumptions and real-world building performance: the envelope.

I specify InsulBloc® high performance spray foam insulation because I know and trust it. InsulBloc® gives me great flexibility in my designs, and can be used with poured concrete, primed steel, wood, CMU, and most other construction materials.

InsulBloc® adds solid LEED points, is safe, and can save up to 40% in energy costs.

If you want energy efficient, comfortable, sustainable, and healthy buildings you have to design and build them with great materials. InsulBloc® by NCFI is the ideal way to start.
Santa Monica Canyon, a tranquil neighborhood embedded into the hills just inland from the Pacific Coast, is blessed with thick woods, gurgling creeks, and cooling ocean breezes. It’s truly one of the great refuges from LA’s urban frenzy. So it makes no sense that many of the million-dollar houses there seem to turn their back on it.

Michael Lehrer’s Canyon Residence doesn’t. Yes, it’s still a 13,000-square-foot mansion—this is no rustic bungalow. But despite its gem-like finishes and ample spaces, you often forget that. In much of the residence, the distinction between inside and outside doesn’t exist. Many of its walls disappear and the scene outside engulfs every room.

The home, clad in pristine white plaster, is organized along two main spines, which are marked by transparent glazed catwalks that provide full site lines down their length. Along those spines the house is arranged as a series of cube-shaped pavilions in the landscape, making their way around four large trees. Lehrer solved a geometric puzzle in their staggered layout, exposing as much surface area as possible. (He calls the spatial rigor “deep order.”) And within that organization, layered clerestories, skylights, bridges, and window walls provide more peeks of light and scenery.

After you walk into the house you come upon the pavilions that are the most open to the landscape—a sloping amalgamation containing modern sculptures, ancient trees, a brook, emerald-green grass, thick brush, and a working produce and flower garden. The living room’s walls disappear completely on two sides, creating an outdoor room; the breakfast room’s walls slide away on alternating sides to allow cross breezes; and the dining room’s walls are made of pivoting glass doors that open up in theatrical fashion to the yard.

The final pavilion, clad in translucent glass and focused around an industrial courtyard, is the owner’s sculpture studio. His interest in materials, and stone in particular, extends to the house. He’s picked out onyx and other gem-like stones that adorn, among other things, the bathroom and bedroom furniture and fixtures. The whole place feels like a sculpture.

Also bucking its size and luxury, the house is net zero, thanks to roofs covered with photovoltaic panels, no air-conditioning, hydronic heating, cross ventilation, and little need for lights during the day. While this is a luxurious house, Lehrer calls it his laboratory for ideas. “You have no excuses with an opportunity like this,” he said.
CRIT> GRAND PARK continued from front page development) begins to mend the deep scars created by the city’s auto-centered, modernist planning dogma and changes one’s perception of the park’s neighborhood, and to some extent, of the city at large.

What was once an off-putting, sterile, unfinished, and overlooked space called the Los Angeles Civic Center Mall is now inviting, vibrant, and, yes, transformative. While it’s not perfect, it’s an example of how once the city’s public realm has aspired to greatness, not just good enoughness. It’s also a perfect example of how LA’s attitude toward urbanity has transformed in recent years, however the city kicks and screams.

The long park slopes downhill along a 12-acre, four-block stretch between the Music Center to the east and City Hall to the west, 12-acre, four-block stretch between the Music Center to the east and City Hall to the west, and curving walkways and edged by linear paths. It seems like a simple formula, but it’s not. In fact, it’s an amazing balancing act.

For one, Rios Clementi Hale has deftly combined grand gestures with intimate respites. The magnificent vista of City Hall, which can be seen from pretty much anywhere in the park, is the true “wow” moment, which the firm enhanced by moving and trimming trees to frame the view. Planting (or replanting) 150 trees and adding bounties of drought-tolerant plants arranged in a multitude of configurations created more subtle, informal zones.

The firm also kept the parts of the old park that worked and scrapped the ones that didn’t. They removed the tops of the huge curved parking ramps that once blocked the park’s physical and visual connections to Grand Avenue. Now one can walk straight into the park, enjoy the wonderful, dancing fountain (which has been thoroughly rehabilitated with the help of Fluidity Design), and gaze at City Hall beyond. The Music Center, the DWP Building, City Hall and the flanking municipal buildings are all in clear dialogue.

We get the best of modernism: its inspiring gestures, not its arrogant mistakes.

Some of the red granite walls that once disturbed the park’s unity have been removed, although a few remain, raised above the park’s plane like standoffish older relatives. A few cast-in-place concrete benches also remain, but these are not obtrusive. They add a nice retro touch, their heaviness offset by sinuous magenta metal street furniture designed in-house by Rios Clementi Hale and manufactured by Janus et Cie.

That new furniture, much of which can be picked up and moved around the park, lends a touch of light-hearted fun, which has long been lacking in this somber part of town.

The park’s architecture is quite contemporary but not distracting. The lime-green, canopied coffee shop to the south, with its standing-seam metallic facade, somehow fits right in. The park’s staff building to the north is covered with white perforated metal. It feels new, but, somehow, like it’s always been a part of the landscape.

This careful balancing act is of course not without its flaws. The park could use more shade, including umbrellas on its plazas, although that situation will improve as plants mature. There is still too much concrete, which hardens the feel and reflects too much harsh light. The parking ramps along Hill Street, whose removal was deemed too expensive, block the park’s connection to that street. And considering its location in one of the dearest parts of Downtown, the park still needs many more amenities, which the county promises are coming. Perhaps along with food carts the park will also get some more impressive public art? Did city leaders get a look at Millennium Park’s Cloud Gate by Anish Kapoor?

Related deserves credit for maintaining control over construction, which they accomplished by keeping the land during the project’s development (they handed it over to the Grand Avenue Authority, a county and city joint venture, upon completion). And the Music Center, which will now program the park, seems determined to provide events from fairs to symphonies to farmers markets that will keep it busy and in people’s minds.

The park is already making an impact. The civic center and the city already seem more connected and alive. The Grand, which has so long stayed on hold (with the exception of a new residential tower next to the new Broad Museum) already feels like more of a possibility, which of course Related claimed was its plan all along.

Is this Central Park? Of course not. But the very fact that it invites such comparisons without howls of laughter is a triumph. This is a good example of what LA’s staggering amount of design talent can accomplish when given a fair chance to shine in the public realm. LA is still a big, stubborn, maddening giant. But sometimes we look around and see that things are getting better, ss.
Moving On

Movable walls and demountable systems offer highly adaptive low-impact solutions. By Perrin Drumm

1. **AirClad Inflated**
   - Easy to transport and quick to install, AirClad inflates into a cross-braced wood, metal, or fiberglass structure with minimal ground fixings and low environmental impact. The semipermanent units can be fitted with glass walls, windows, and various lighting configurations. airclad.com

2. **Alur Dividing Wall**
   - Modular Architectural Interiors
   - These easy-to-assemble frames with integrated power, voice, and data cabling are also loadbearing, capable of supporting hang-on components on both sides of 100 percent post-consumer PET walls. ALUR features superior noise reduction, scoring the highest industry rating of 52 STC. maispace.com

3. **Cristalbubble Casabubble**
   - Inflatable units are ready right out of the box—no building permit required. The bubbles keep their shape with a stream of filtered air that regulates temperature and humidity. A low-energy, silent blower can even be run off solar panels. casabubble.com

4. **Enclose Haworth**
   - Enclose features the lowest base detail in the market; it’s just one inch off the floor, providing the maximum transparency and the ability to run in infinite spans. The system includes several panel options with enhancements from Haworth’s Workware product line. haworth.com

5. **Tessellated Walls SeeYond**
   - Using parametric technology, these non-loadbearing walls can be customized into a variety of forms in two new substrates (solid resin and metal composite) in addition to 100 percent recyclable cellular resin. Winner of a NeoCon 2012 Silver, Architectural Products. seeyond.com
6 LIGHTLINE
KI
This pre-assembled glass wall system with unlimited butt-glazing, a thinner rectilinear profile, and no vertical posts allows for seamless spaces. It can be integrated with KI's Genius wall to accommodate solid panels. Winner of a NeoCon 2012 Silver, Movable Walls. ki.com

7 DIRTT WALLS WITH DUPONT CORIAN
DIRTT
This new collaboration offers completely customizable, durable, easy-to-clean, and versatile walls, an ideal choice for healthcare that can also be retrofitted to support hanging plants with Dirtt's Breathe Living Walls. It's supported by the ICE interactive 3-D software platform, making ordering a snap. dirtt.net

8 ASTEC B. 1000
INDEX-D
This seemingly invisible roller fitting runs on a shallow floor-integrated track. These flush-fitted tracks are installed in the ceiling to hold the panel, but the weight is taken by the floor, eliminating the need for complex support installations. index-d.com

9 BEYOND
ALLSTEEL
Frameless glass walls install twice as fast with a unique built-in scissor lift mechanism that levels the glass within the floor. Exceptionally soundproof and customizable, Beyond can be fitted with Allsteel's Breathe plant units. Winner of a NeoCon 2012 Gold, Architectural Products. allsteeloffice.com

10 SILENT WALL BOX
VITRA
Silent Wall Box provides privacy with a modular, flexible, and portable solution that's easy to integrate into Vitra's Silent Wall system. The Boxes boast excellent acoustics and can be connected to a power supply and fitted with lighting. vitra.com
As tech drives the Bay Area recovery, it also produces the best offices around. By Sam Lubell


You probably know these names because they appear as colorful apps on your iPhone. But while they’ve become iconic in the virtual world, the companies that created them are also developing major presences in the real one. They, like so many others, have recently opened impressive new tech offices that are transforming the Bay Area.

Spurred by the mobile computing revolution (the iBubble?), tech is hot. In fact it’s so hot that it’s singlehandedly driving the real estate recovery not just in Silicon Valley but also in San Francisco. And it’s producing some of the most innovative offices in the country: open, activity-based, and collaborative spaces with a start-up’s flair for edgy design and a clear directive to draw talent and attention with sophistication and amenities. And it’s working: these offices have gotten so much notice that they’re becoming a model for office design across the business spectrum.

“Everybody is trying to specialize in tech now,” said Studio O+A principal Primo Orpilla, whose firm is the most prolific of the tech designers, having built offices for Yelp, AOL, Facebook, Microsoft, Square, Ticketfly, Reputation.com, and others. He calls their work “spatial branding,” creating memorable environments that combine a spare aesthetic with slick, beautiful graphics that conjure the essence of each company. They focus more on communal, not individual areas. From breakout spaces to meeting pods to bocce ball courts, the culture of the group has trumped the individual.

Studio O+A is just the tip of the iceberg. From young avant-garde firms to architectural giants, it seems that all Bay Area designers are getting in the game, following the parade of real estate agents paving the way with creative office dollar signs in their eyes. Like Studio O+A, their work is more sophisticated than the gimmicks.
and generic office buildings that once dominated Silicon Valley culture.

As of last year, San Francisco architect Sarah Willmer was known for designing pristine houses in the Bay Area. But now she’s completed one of the best tech spaces around, the new South of Market (SoMa) offices for Atlassian, an Australian-based software developer that is working with many of the world’s largest companies. The studio is located inside a warehouse originally built as a printing press. The project includes exposed ducts, gigantic steel trusses and concrete offset with lots of glass and steel.

Employees work in open banks of desks, including the executives, and the most grand spaces are reserved for public interaction. Not only is there a gigantic bleacher-like auditorium space in the center, but there are over ten conference rooms as well as smaller group spaces and meeting spaces, from foam booths to glass cubes. Along one wall there is a bank of six conference rooms that can be seen from the center of the space (the center one cantilevers dramatically), almost as if you’re watching engineers perform on Hollywood Squares. All this reveals the lengths to which tech companies will go to lure talent. They’re hiring the best architects, not just those who specialize in tech. Willmer saw an opportunity to do more with tech, where clients are innovative by nature and there is, after all, lots of work. Another newcomer to tech is digital fabrication specialist IwamotoScott Architecture, which has completed dramatic offices for immersive and interactive media company Obscura Digital and are finishing another for Heavybit. Just take a look at Obscura’s tilting conference room walls, its polygal office enclosures, and its overlapping, fabricated steel-fin installation and you know this is not the normal office. Lundberg Design, known for slick restaurants and commercial spaces, recently completed new offices for Twitter and is working on more for the tech giant. Min | Day completed (pardon the pun) a jewel-like space for mobile gamemaker Pocket Gems. Envelope A+D has completed an office that looks like a cool San Francisco restaurant for Synthetic, which makes, among other mobile apps, Hipstamatic.

Yes, design is coming to a world that was once dominated by fluff and, well, engineers’ style. In San Francisco and even in Silicon Valley, architects are removing drop ceilings and corner offices and exploring large span structures, concrete, and steel. IwamotoScott’s Craig Scott calls it the vintage coffee-shop look, perhaps a sentimental throwback to industrial, not digital times. Atlassian associate Annelise Reynolds calls it “stripping away all the fluff,” maybe a trend started by simplicity-obsessed Apple? Gensler’s Randy Howder adds that still-developing startups have a natural affinity for spaces that aren’t completely finished. While many tech offices are interior build-outs, firms—particularly the big guys—are working design into ground-up work and large-scale retrofits as well. You can’t mention tech architecture without including
Apple’s spaceship-like Cupertino offices by Foster + Partners, which will wrap around several acres of central green space. Google’s “Googleplex,” made up of more than 50 buildings (many retrofits) in Mountainview, continues to grow, although it’s unclear who will design their major expansion that was once being laid out by Ingenhoven Architects. Gensler retrofitted 1.1 million square feet of former Sun Microsystems space in Menlo Park for Facebook, including a central thoroughfare outside, and is doing a brand-new Silicon Valley headquarters for HP. WRNS and Clive Wilkinson Architects, who won a recent competition, are designing a radical headquarters for Intuit, with box-shaped elements protruding from its envelope, gigantic common areas, and a huge green roof. Even a spec office in San Jose by WRNS looks like it could hold a fashion brand, not tech companies. Still among all this grown-up blandness, offices are beginning to look more like tech offices, with open layouts and more communal spaces themed on the word “Play.” Huntsman Architectural Group’s new offices for YouTube are equipped with a giant central slide. All these amenities don’t just draw talent, they keep the talent at work.

In San Francisco, the epicenter of tech space is the warehouse-rich South of Market, which is home to the both established companies and start-ups; a hip area that makes the law and financial firms in the towers downtown seem irrelevant. But with once-suburban tech companies expanding to desirable urban markets to find and keep talent, they’re looking wherever they can for new space. Several, including Twitter and Salesforce.com, have opened spaces in Mid-Market, an area that has until recently been a sketchy place for those down on their luck. Others are traveling even farther afield in this city that is perennially short on available real estate. In Silicon Valley, the epicenter, Palo Alto, is basically all bought up, so firms are moving into all corners of the Bay. Facebook’s move from Palo Alto to Menlo Park is a good example. If firms can’t build for specific companies, they’ll buy warehouses and build spaces for a bunch of them. A number of these incubators are popular in both San Francisco and Silicon Valley, from 395 Page Mill in Palo Alto to the Hub, filled with 125 workstations in the San Francisco Chronicle Building in San Francisco. In Silicon Valley true start-ups also buy into “tech spec” suites, which are no-frills workspaces without adornment.

The building boom shows little sign of stopping. At Pocket Gems, the office grew from 35 people to 135 in one year. After completing their first space last year, Min | Day was immediately commissioned to build the next one. At Twitter, Lundberg was asked to build two more floors right after his first project opened. And Facebook moved into its new Menlo Park headquarters just three years after it had moved into space designed by Studio O+A in Palo Alto. Which begs the question, will it all last? It all sounds familiar, but unlike the last tech wave, this one, said Sascha Wagner, principal at Huntsman Architectural Group (the firm is working with, among others Google, Youtube, Autodesk, and Dolby and start-ups like Weebly, Twitch TV, and 99 Designs), seems to be accompanied with less hysteria. Offices are growing fast, but they’re still being more conservative about how much square footage they buy. And firms like his are less likely to jump at just any tech work. John Kilroy, president of Kilroy Realty, which owns the most tech property in the city, is confident that “while it will go up and down, it’s very clear that this is where mind-driven, entrepreneurial companies will remain concentrated.” Once-derelict neighborhoods in San Francisco are turning into cool high-tech hubs, and bland office parks in Silicon Valley are becoming bastions of urbanity. And offices here, from finance companies to medical firms, are beginning to look more like tech offices, with open layouts and more communal spaces. Perhaps it’s only a matter of time before your own office starts knocking down walls and installing a ping pong table. Yes, the rules of the iPhone are ruling your life, including how and where you work. 

Sam Lubell is a West Coast Editor.
Some of Silicon Valley’s new stars include Foster + Partners’ new Apple headquarters; Valerio DeWalt Train’s offices for Sun Power; O+A’s 395 Page Mill incubator; Gensler’s new HQ for Facebook inside Sun Microsystems’ old home; and a colorful retrofit inside the Googleplex.
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AUGUST

WEDNESDAY 15
Lecture
Heather Fargo
California’s Strategic Growth Council
6:00 p.m.
AIA East Bay
1405 Clay St.
Oakland, CA
nnenocal.org

SYMPHONY
The Role of Religious and Cultural Institutions in Underserved Communities
Rita Shinneman, Craig Johnson and Steve Good
12:30 p.m.
SPUR Urban Center
654 Mission St.
San Francisco
spur.org

Black Rock City, NV:
The Ephemerall Architecture of Burning Man
Philippe Glade, Peter Dodge, Janika McFeely and Harley K. Dubois
6:00 p.m.
AIA San Francisco
130 Sutter St.
San Francisco
aiaisf.org

THURSDAY 16
Lecture
Matthew Coolidge and Victoria Samburis
Picturing Landscape
7:30 p.m.
Harold M. Williams Auditorium, Getty Center
1200 Getty Dr.
Los Angeles
getty.edu

These Walls Can Speak:
Telling the Stories of Queer Places
Gerard Koskovich, Alan Martinez,
Gary Tanks and Shayne Watson
5:30 p.m.
GLBTA History Museum
4127 18th St., San Francisco
aiaisf.org

EVENT
Tour: Public Utilities Commission Headquarters
2:00 p.m.
PUC Headquarters
525 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco
aiaisf.org

FRIDAY 17
EXHIBITION OPENING
Design with the Other 90%: Cities
11:00 a.m.
Museum of Contemporary Craft
724 NW Davis St.
Portland, OR
museumofcontemporarycraft.org

FIELD
Where the Green Ants Dream
(Werner Herzog, 1984)
100 min.
7:30 p.m.
Plattechiff Auditorium
Seattle Art Museum
1500 First Ave.
Seattle, WA
seattleartmuseum.org

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY 1
EXHIBITION OPENING
Field Conditions
SFMoMA
151 Third St.
San Francisco
sfmoma.org

EVENT
Lecture
Conjectural Points: Samitaur, Mosa and Culver City
Presentation, Panel Discussion & Walking Tour
10:00 a.m.
Harold M. Williams Auditorium
Culver City, CA
sahec.org

EXHIBITION OPENING
Seattle Art Museum
2324 Second Ave.
Seattle, WA
seattleartmuseum.org

Picturing Landscape
724 NW Davis St.
Portland, OR
museumofcontemporarycraft.org

STATE CONDITIONS
AIA 50th Annual Seattle Architecture Foundation
Model Exhibit
6:00 p.m.
Office of Susan Petroni-Deguchi
2324 Second Ave.
Seattle, WA
seattleartmuseum.org

EXHIBITION OPENING
Digital Connections
5:00 p.m.
Seattle Art Museum
1500 First Ave.
Seattle, WA
seattleartmuseum.org

EVENT
King County Library
7th Annual Seattle Architecture Foundation
Model Exhibit
6:00 p.m.
Pro Place
Long Beach, CA

Lecture
Robert M. Arens
Ground Zero Sum Game: The World Trade Center
Redevelopment Eleven Years Later
9:30 a.m.
Harold M. Williams Center
3780 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles
aiaisf.org

FIELD
Gardens for the Future: A Workshop on the Methodology and Approach of a Workshop
7:00 p.m.
The San Diego Museum of Art
1400 El Prado
Balboa Park, San Diego, CA

EVENT
SCA-Korea Arcus Graduate Thesis Weekend
SCI-Arc campus
960 East 3rd St.
Los Angeles
 SCI-Arc.edu

THURSDAY 6
SYMPOSIUM
Fresh Air: SF’s Climate Action Strategies
Meriadath Kupres, Richard Walter, Tony Held, and Adam Stern
12:30 p.m.
SPUR Urban Center
654 Mission St.
San Francisco
spur.org

SYMPOSIUM
Summer Graduation Show
Art Center UCLA College of Design
1700 Lida St.
Pasadena, CA
artcenter.edu

SYMPHONY
Picturing Landscape
724 NW Davis St.
Portland, OR
museumofcontemporarycraft.org

FRIDAY 7
Lecture
Robert M. Arens
Ground Zero Sum Game: The World Trade Center
Redevelopment Eleven Years Later
9:30 a.m.
Harold M. Williams Center
3780 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles
aiaisf.org

Film
Metropolis
(Fritz Lang, 1927), 163 min.
7:00 p.m.
WPCH Center
3780 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles
aiaisf.org

EVENT
SCI-Arc Graduate Thesis Weekend
SCI-Arc campus
960 East 3rd St.
Los Angeles
 SCI-Arc.edu

SATURDAY 8
EXHIBITION OPENING
Lucy Hammer
Hammer Museum
10899 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles
hammer.ucla.edu

EVENT
Pro Walk/Pro Bike 2012: Pro Place
Long Beach, CA

MONDAY 10
EXHIBITION OPENING
Anita C. DCP: Together to Build Better Communities
12:00 p.m.
City Hall, Room 721
200 North Spring St.
Los Angeles
aiaisf.org

TUESDAY 11
SYMPOSIUM
AIJLA & DCP: Together to Build Better Communities
12:00 p.m.
City Hall, Room 721
200 North Spring St.
Los Angeles
aiaisf.org

SEPTEMBER 1
EXHIBITION OPENING
Field Conditions
SFMoMA
151 Third St.
San Francisco
sfmoma.org

FIELD CONDITIONS
AIA 50th Annual Seattle Architecture Foundation
Model Exhibit
6:00 p.m.
Pro Place
Long Beach, CA

WEDNESDAY 12
EVENT
The 59’s Project Launch & Ribbon Cutting Ceremony
1:30 p.m.
SF Chronicle Building
925 Mission St.
San Francisco
the59project.org

THURSDAY 13
LECTURE
Barbara Swift, Cary Moon, Lisa Picard
Art & the Environment Panel
7:00 p.m.
PACIFIC OLYMPIC SCULPTURE PARK
2901 Western Ave.
Seattle, WA
seattleartmuseum.org

EXHIBITION OPENING
Digital Connections
5:00 p.m.
Seattle Art Museum
1500 First Ave.
Seattle, WA
seattleartmuseum.org

EVENT
King’s Hill National Register Historic District—Walking Tour
10:00 a.m.
Washington Park
Portland, OR
visitla.org

WEDNESDAY 19
LECTURE
Stefan Behnisch
Development of Ideas in Collaboration:
The methodical approach of a workshop
6:00 p.m.
USC School of Architecture
Watt Hall
Los Angeles
arch.usc.edu

FIELD CONDITIONS
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
151 Third Street, San Francisco, CA
September 1–January 6

Unfinished Business
WUHO Gallery
Woodbury University Hollywood 6518 Hollywood Blvd.
Through August 26

The Los Angeles Forum for Architecture and Urban Design celebrates 25 years of contributions to architectural discourse with a retrospective that revisits the institution’s archives (including this lecture poster by the Central Office of Architecture from 1991). Since 1987, the Forum has provided a critical perspective on the culture of architecture and urban design in Los Angeles through speculative inquiry that expands the realm of discourse on the city. The Forum has impacted not only the design community in Los Angeles but also the discipline at large, providing a platform for emerging voices, investigating contemporary design issues through exhibitions, and pushing architectural and urban conventions with publications and competitions. A dozen “conversations” composed of quotes and essays are drawn from Forum newsletters and publications. Supplementing the retrospective, a catalog, lecture series, symposiums, and articles will further unpack the Forum’s archives.

FIELD CONDITIONS
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
151 Third Street, San Francisco, CA
September 1–January 6

Blurring the distinction between conceptual art and theoretical architecture, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art investigates the conception and experience of space by using the notion of “field” as a reference. Curator Joseph Becker describes the pieces in the exhibition as “field experiments,” united by the use of architectural devices and materials to create a new kind of space. The term “field conditions” derives from the 1964 essay by architect Stan Allen in which he describes a shift from traditional architectural form toward an understanding of systems and networks, a “field” being described by the interconnections of discrete points that constitute the whole. Many works in the exhibition deploy a process of serializing and accumulating, describing spatial qualities through deformation (such as Conflict Space 3 (2006) by Lebbeus Woods, above).
What to do about Christopher Alexander? A beautiful storyteller, a beautiful writer, a beautiful thinker, as anyone who has read his Pattern Language knows. Alexander, a mathematician and architect, has a powerful, empirical sympathy for people, their dreams, and their desires, at home and in the world. Unless you’re an architect. Things are falling apart—all the goodness in man’s creation—and have been since 1900 and the dawn of modernity. Alexander states in his new book, The Battle for the Life and Beauty of the Earth, written with his wife, Maggie Moore Alexander, and Hans Joachim Neis. And architects are largely responsible. They are killing the planet. Strange words for an architect. But Alexander, a resolute and now embattled outsider to his own professional community, has always believed himself of a different order, bound by oath to improve life by design and not to style it superficially, a healer as well as a doctor.

As a builder, Alexander and his Center for Environmental Structure’s (CES) work shares what he calls a “timeless way” with the vernacular and the traditional. Building is an act of craft—physical, emotional, and spiritual—that embodies the inherent order of space and the well-being of those who inhabit it. Design, he writes in Battle, is ultimately a language of the soul, not a product of the pencil, or CAD. It’s hard to argue that environments are increasingly sterile, as Alexander writes, and rarely nourishing, rarely places for “happiness, excitement, romance, content, love.” But A Pattern Language’s deliberately observed, deftly reasoned, poetically presented alternative to the sleek cynicisms of modern architecture has turned to the offense, attacking with the aggressive take-no-prisoners posture of Battle. It is no longer enough to take the high road, the book’s fight-mongering stance suggests. You have to bulldoze the low road too. If you get pushed, as one of the protagonists of the book literally is, you push back. Battle’s subtitle, “A Struggle between Two World-Systems,” squares off the story. It is a recounting of Alexander’s work on Eishin Gakuen in Japan, just outside of Tokyo, a combined high school and college campus, nine city blocks in size for an estimated 2,000 students. When he and CES were approached in 1981, it was the largest project they had ever been asked to consider. The high school was completed in 1985, the college (minus several buildings) by 1989.

World system “A” is Alexander’s. The students—in this case, teachers and students—form a chorus of virtues, conducted by the architects, that will be incorporated into the design: lakes with ducks on them, shadowy arcades, secret gardens. The buildings will be crafted with a responsive sensitivity to success: if a design is not working, change it. Change it again. “Spirit,” in all its fluidity, is the foundation of the work. (This brings to mind the question of whether everyone in a concert audience is hearing the same piece of music, or some satisfying version of their own. How to agree on the ineffable?)

System “B” is the fodder of real estate pages, shelter magazines, home improvement television, and renovation divorces. You hire a bunch of guys who know what they’re doing, from architects to general contractors to plasterers and painters, give them the drawings and a wad of money to get them started, and watch the whole thing uncoil like a nest of snakes. The final punch-list: Olympic-grade finger-pointing.

But, hey. That’s how it’s done. It sort of gets you there.

Alexander argues a red-faced “no.” And though CES’s David against the construction industry’s Goliath—plus the general public’s acceptance of architects as stars with showmen’s skills and not much else—seems suicidal, suicide in Japan is a point of honor, not defeat. Alexander continued on page 19.

A PATTERN OF ABUSE

The Battle for the Life and Beauty of the Earth: A Struggle between Two World-Systems
Christopher Alexander, Maggie Moore Alexander, Hans Joachim Neis
Oxford University Press, $45.00

With all the world focused on London and its Olympic Summer Games, the Queen’s Jubilee, and the Libor scandal, not to mention Piano’s Shard clocking in as Europe’s tallest, the publication of The London Square: Gardens in the Midst of Town offers a worthy historical antidote to all the hoopla, taking overdue stock of this city’s greatest contribution to planning: the urban square. Written by the prominent and demonstrably passionate landscape architect, Todd Longstaffe-Gowan, this spirited narrative is burdened only by the bulky format that inevitably results from a rich array of illustrations, including little-known archival schematics, etchings, and photography, both vintage and contemporary. It chronicles an enduring prototype at the ready for future applications, while, simultaneously, it succeeds at revealing some of the overlooked origins of contemporary green design theory and practice.

The squares, crescents, and circuses explored here grace the lives of residents and visitors alike, as do their proven civic and economic benefits, long after the 2012 spotlight fades. The book anticipates a refocusing of attention in post-hooppa London on such endeavors as the controversial and recently approved Chelsea Barracks masterplan by Dixon Jones, Squire and Partners with Kim Wilkie in the wake of the Prince Charles-led suspension of Lord Rogers’s plan for some of the most valuable square footage in play on the planet. The historic London square weaves throughout this new blueprint in ways transparent and accessible even to those merely passing through. Regardless of the exact final Barracks form, this detail in the continuity of place making will most certainly emerge unscathed.

And whatever the permanent impact of the much-ballyhooed sustainable build-out of the imminent Olympics, especially across East London, crowned by Anish Kapoor’s The Shard clocking in as Europe’s tallest, the much-advertised and much-ballyhooed sustainable build-out of the imminent Olympics, especially across East London, crowned by Anish Kapoor’s ArchelonMittal Orbit, the author provides a rigorous analysis of the advent and continuing morphogenesis and reinterpretation of the city’s long-established classical instinct to bring nature to the city. In fact, the long-standing impulse to bring naturalistic relief—whether densely-vegetated gardens or community-defining green precincts—to bear on the more formal drive toward real estate development succeeds at revealing some of the overlooked origins of contemporary green design theory and practice.

With the book offers above all is a rare analysis of just such planning dynamics expressed through aesthetics and built results. Seventeenth-century royal prerogative and landed aristocratic development schemes presumed a top-down preference for rural (and evermore elusive) vistas, which led to then-fashionable sculpture-armed French and Italianate plazas, and, continued on page 19.
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PROMISING PLOTS continued from page 20 In turn, the manor house gardens, where geometric rigidity gave way to serpentine paths through a chimera of wilderness with perpetual flower beds as transitional foreground. Likewise it is a story of hygiene, fire prevention, and exclusivity, yielding through a combination of civic good will, tax-sanctioned economic possibilities, and even wartime Victory gardening, to a breaking down of barriers to make the visible inhabitable.

This beguiling point of view succeeds at revealing the origins of much of the American planning impulse and public governance policy in force today. The gated community, the BID, universal access, and permissible activity all emerge from the record presented by Longstaffe-Gowan, who unmask the seesaw of potentially beneficial and benevolent that add up to the volume’s dynamic thematic paradigm. A discerning reader will draw comfort from the fact that such a formative mishmash can still result in a beautifully refreshing and even joyous model for contemporary urban dwellers.

The author does swerve occasionally into the salubrious iniquities allowed by squares, especially once they have been converted to the verdant naturalistic English style. Think Central Park’s Rambles section in contrast to Le Nôtre’s parterres with their relative dearth of secret sanctuary. Whether by errant resident servants, who shared the household key, or various other opportunists looking for some sort of quick, shrub-shrouded thrill, the point might have been made stronger in this context with a greater measure of levity, or irony.

Perhaps planning advocates, preservationists, and assorted civic-minded fellow travelers have most to gain from Longstaffe-Gowan’s rigorous discovery. They are most likely to sort the trees from the author’s forest in terms of applicable contemporary lessons. Regardless, the read is well worth it for any who care about architecture in the public realm.

The argument, weave biology, theology, art appreciation, and geometry, again, does what he does so well: in the most original minds of our time. Alexander, a fresh and further iteration of one of the most original minds of our time. Alexander, with a fresh and further iteration of one of the most original minds of our time. Alexander, Alexander’s 30-year battle with all the players—he’s still grappling with it in this book—involves brinksmanship, threats, betrayal, conspiracy, bribery (yes, a suitcase full of money), a severe beating by thugs that hospitalized Hosoi, a gentlemanly goon nicknamed “The Prince,” a disquieting shoving match, and the Yakuza. Not your usual symposium panel.

At the heart of the battle was Alexander’s gradual insistence on building what he designed, in order to ensure its integrity, an issue that has subsequently strengthened into a popular architectural movement: the renaissance of design-build. Alexander’s rationale, which looks brightly bald unless you’re a fan, was that he had to control every aspect of the project in order to let it breathe and blossom, freed from the control of contractors and their profit motivation. System “A,” until it began to crumble under the weight of compromise, double-crossing, and doubt, employed a fixed budget (overruns would be corrected with cost cutting) and an elected, salaried manager who was accountable to both architects and clients.

More went right than wrong. And despite moments of bruising defeat, Alexander is clearly proud of Eishin as it stands. He sums up that pride towards the end of Battle by quoting a student who was interviewed in 1991 for a film on the school for Japanese television. “All my life I have lived behind bars,” he said. “When I came to this school, it was the first time in my life, that I felt free.”

Is the book worth reading? Yes, for being a fresh and further iteration of one of the most original minds of our time. Alexander, again, does what he does so well: in the process of adult argument, weave biology, theology, art appreciation, and geometry, plus cultural call outs from Jung to Fellini, into his tale.

It’s just the excited darkness of the tale, from its wooden-sword title on, that seems a little boyish.

WILLIAM L. HAMILTON IS A NEW YORK-BASED JOURNALIST WHO WRITES REGULARLY ON DESIGN FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
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While living and working at London’s Architecture Foundation—inside his latest gallery installation Three Little Worlds, a modular stage comprised of three inhabitable and interactive graphic strips—Chicago designer Jimenez Lai talked with AN contributor Jonathan Louie about his interest in graphic novels, living in his latest creations, and client-less architectural projects. Lai is an Assistant Professor at the University of Illinois at Chicago and principal of the firm Bureau Spectacular. His manifesto, Citizens of No Place, was recently published by Princeton Architectural Press. Earlier this year Lai was named a winner of the Architectural League Prize for Young Architects.

AN: Earlier in your career you developed a following for your graphic representation of the architectural process; but your interest seems to have moved toward other architectural endeavors—such as your oversized “Super-furniture.” How does the architectural narrative still play itself out in your design and process?

JL: The similarity between cartoon making and architecture is that both practices imagine other worlds, and both disciplines demand astute graphic articulation to resonate with their audience. With cartoons, authors literally needed to indulge in their own fictional worlds in order to tell stories that are unlike existing reality. In some ways, this is a very liberating thought for architects—the stories we write should resist the acceptance of the normal, typical, generic or absolute, because we are the physical writers of the city fabric that represents the culture of our times.

My interest in Superfurniture is scale-related. Many of the predecessors who I admire built installations before they were able to gain enough steam to build buildings. This is a path I’ve been interested in, the relationship between drawing and building as a young person. Some of the architectural effects that installations produce are simply unscalable, and probably should not be scaled at all—human perception doesn’t always work in every size. Worse yet, some installations forfeit architecture altogether and merely produce physicalized illustrator diagrams about some sort of global economy or community activism without any desire to nurture a sense of architectural effect. My relationship with the installation scale and human engagement had to be one-to-one in order for the part-to-whole relationship to develop. This is why I think installations should be projects not quite big enough to be buildings, but far too big to be furniture—it is what it looks like, not to be scaled.

In Three Little Worlds, there seem to be two narratives unfolding. The first—through Kickstarter—communicating design intent to an audience, and the second the narrative of living in your Superfurniture. Can you talk more about performance, and how it has influenced your work? The internet has helped me voice my intent in advance. I feel deeply fortunate to have been at my age during this era of the internet. So yes—the first life of this project lived its course through a different representational avenue. I have been extensively documenting my time in this installation through videos. In some ways, the delivery of the performative aspect will also require the internet.

The past week living here has been a journey inward (Three Little Worlds was on display at The Architectural Foundation between July 24 to August 12). While I feel extremely fortunate—I am now living in London by the Thames in an installation I designed and drawing murals all day—it displaced me from my comfort zone and I am gaining a perspective on what the next chapters of my life could be. Perhaps this isn’t entirely a performance. I wanted to take myself out of context to learn more about domesticity. Do you consider installations to be architecture? It depends if the intention of the installation is meant to be a scaled model, or a one-to-one architectural effect. In almost all cases, the installations that I enjoy are studies of parts, with the whole being architecture. Which is to say, these installations do not attempt to be at any other scale but the scale we live in, and therefore I think of them as being partially architecture.

More so than your previous pieces, Three Little Worlds seems to encapsulate a total lifestyle. If Super-furnitures’ organize themselves around the home, how do you determine what are and are not necessary additions? In retrospect, Three Little Worlds could have done more to facilitate total lifestyle. In terms of sensibility, the color, texture and proportion of the frames really produces a distinct atmosphere from the normal world. So in that sense, the project does create a satisfying lifestyle. The frame-to-boundary relationship, on the other hand, was functionally miscalculated. Because I am currently immersed in a thought regarding graphic vs. painterly, and because I choose the graphic argument, Three Little Worlds deliberately withheld traces of how things were built. As a result, it even overlooked the white, poche spaces for other possible uses. In another version of a project like this, this will definitely be something I would pay closer attention to.

What is the graphic in architecture?

I am interested in two particular aspects of graphics—sensibility and convention. I believe both to be communicative techniques, but sensibility evokes effects, whereas convention articulates thoughts. Through articulation, I think about the exact meanings that line weights and line types can convey. We are able to communicate cut, directionality, orientation, projection, plane, above/below, surface condition, transparency, layers, and texture—all simply within the conventions of architectural notation that readers mutually agree upon.

I think the same about drawings—careful control of lines can produce suggestive messages for the audience to read or misread. With sensibility, on the other hand, the message may not be as exact. Perhaps the most simplistic dichotomy would be sharp versus soft, as the two sensibilities can evoke different reactions. Furthermore, within soft, there are many, many types of soft curves. I think of the specificities of curve-types to be similar to timbres in music, which establishes the mood of a composition.

As a young architect, you’ve built a career around being client-less or having a larger audience as your client. What are the benefits and detriments in the development of your work and design agenda?

The benefit of having this career so far is that I have managed to avoid the need for very little compromises, and was able to really meditate on the architectural effects and issues that I am interested in. This route has allowed me to nurture my thoughts. The detriment is that I have almost zero money whatsoever. I spend every last cent of my university salary building this practice. The odd grant money or sales of art just does not cover the cost of the office.

Can you give an example of your project process?

As “clientless” as these projects have been, there still were a lot of constraints. With Three Little Worlds, the unattainability of funds vastly dialed back the ambition of the original thought. I began by proposing a comic book that a person can walk into, exploring the relationship between framing, windows and voyeurism. We went through Kickstarter to fund the project, but it just still was not enough in the end. This process required us to take on the tasks of being designers, fundraisers, and publishers. And for White Elephant (a 2011 installation at Louisville, Kentucky’s LoExhibition space) we were even partially the fabricators in house. The life of multi-tasking is extremely exhausting, and I am very much looking forward to having a client.

But, perhaps this process has also molded me to be a more creative and versatile problem-solver. This may influence the way I design when actual constraints emerge.
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